
Reduced tuition rates for multiple classes (including Art)-add $25/month for each additional 30 min. class
                                                                                                -add $45/month for each additional 1 or 1.5 hour class

Art (ages 3 & up): Students explore their artistic creativity using different mediums to develop, express & improve their skills.

Ages 3-4 Wednesday 2:00-2:30 $40/month

Ages 3-5 Monday 4:30-5:00 $40/month

Elementary age Tuesday 5:00-6:00 $60/month

Mini Movers and Me (Pre-gym and dance moves for ages 18 months to 3 years): Fun toddler class for development of 

          flexibility, strength and basic tumbling and dance skills, with an adult.

Ages 18 mos. - 3 year Monday 4:30-5:00 $40/month

Ages 18 mos. - 3 year Wednesday 12:30-1:00 $40/month

Ages 18 mos. - 3 year Wednesday 4:30-5:00 $40/month

* Back to Back Pre-Dance and Pre-Gym classes are open only to students taking both classes*

Back to Back Pre-Dance and Pre-Gym classes (ages 3-5):

Age 3-Pre-Dance Tuesday*-back to back class 4:00-4:30 $65/mo* for both classes

          Pre-Gym Tuesday*-back to back class 3:30-4:00

Age 3-Pre-Dance Tuesday*-back to back class 5:00-5:30 $65/mo* for both classes

          Pre-Gym Tuesday*-back to back class 5:30-6:00

Age 3-Pre-Dance Wednesday*-back to back class 1:00-1:30 $65/mo* for both classes

          Pre-Gym Wednesday*-back to back class 1:30-2:00

Age 3-Pre-Dance Wednesday*-back to back class 3:30-4:00 $65/mo* for both classes

          Pre-Gym Wednesday*-back to back class 4:00-4:30

Age 4-Pre-Dance Monday*-back to back class 3:30-4:00 $65/mo* for both classes

          Pre-Gym Monday*-back to back class 4:00-4:30

Age 4-Pre-Dance Tuesday*-back to back class 5:30-6:00 $65/mo* for both classes

          Pre-Gym Tuesday*-back to back class 5:00-5:30

Age 4-Pre-Dance Wednesday*-back to back class 1:30-2:00 $65/mo* for both classes

          Pre-Gym Wednesday*-back to back class 1:00-1:30

Age 4-Pre-Dance Wednesday*-back to back class 4:00-4:30 $65/mo* for both classes

          Pre-Gym Wednesday*-back to back class 3:30-4:00

Age 5-Pre-Dance Monday*-back to back class 4:00-4:30 $65/mo* for both classes

          Pre-Gym Monday*-back to back class 3:30-4:00

Age 5-Pre-Dance Monday*-back to back class 5:30-6:00 $65/mo* for both classes

          Pre-Gym Monday*-back to back class 5:00-5:30

Age 5-Pre-Dance Tuesday*-back to back class 3:30-4:00 $65/mo* for both classes

          Pre-Gym Tuesday*-back to back class 4:00-4:30

Age 5-Pre-Dance Thursday*-back to back class 6:00-6:30 $65/mo* for both classes

          Pre-Gym Thursday*-back to back class 5:30-6:00

Pre-Dance (age 3 Creative Movement):  An ongoing class for pre-schoolers that explores movement,

          space, rhythms and personal creativity with simple dance steps.

Age 3 Wednesday 5:00-5:30 $40/month

Pre-Dance (age 4): Tap steps (August-December) and ballet steps (January-May) are taught to develop motor skills

        and explore movement, space, rhythms, and creativity in this ongoing class.

Age 4 Tuesday 5:30-6:00 $40/month

Pre-Dance (age 5):  Ballet steps (August-December) and tap steps (January-May) are taught to develop motor skills

        and explore movement, space, rhythms, and creativity in this ongoing class. 

Age 5 Tuesday 4:30-5:00 $40/month

Acro-Gym:  A class for school age students for development of flexibility, strength, acrobatic and tumbling skills

         to enhance their dance and cheer training.

Age 6 and up Tuesday 6:00-7:00 $60/month

Age 6 and up Wednesday 5:30-6:30 $60/month
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* Back to Back Ballet and Jazz/Tap or Hip Hop classes are open only to students taking both classes*

Back to Back Ballet and Jazz/Tap or Hip Hop (Levels 1-3):

Level 1 Ballet Wednesday*-back to back class 4:30-5:30 $105/mo* for both classes

            and Jazz/Tap Wednesday 3:30-4:30

Level 1 Ballet Thursday*-back to back class 3:30-4:30 $105/mo* for both classes

            and Jazz/Tap Thursday 4:30-5:30

Level 2 Ballet Monday*-back to back class 4:30-5:30 $105/mo* for both classes

           and Jazz/Tap Monday*-back to back class 3:30-4:30

Level 2 Ballet Thursday*-back to back class 4:30-5:30 $105/mo* for both classes

           and Jazz/Tap Thursday*-back to back class 3:30-4:30

Level 3 Ballet Monday*-back to back class 3:30-4:30 $105/mo* for both classes

           and Jazz/Tap Monday*-back to back class 4:30-5:30

Level 3 Ballet Thursday*-back to back class 4:30-5:30 $105/mo* for both classes

           and Jazz/Tap Thursday*-back to back class 3:30-4:30

           or Hip Hop Thursday 5:30-6:30

Ballet, 1st-3rd graders:  An introduction to basic ballet vocabulary including barre, center work, and stretching.

Level 1 Ballet Monday 4:30-5:30 $60/month

Level 2 Ballet Tuesday 6:00-7:00 $60/month

Int. Ballet with pointe: Continuing ballet technique with pointe for the experienced dancer. Placement by instructor only.

Level 4-Beginning Pointe Tuesday 3:30-4:30 & Thursday 3:30-4:30 $105/mo* for both classes

Level 5-Continuing Pointe Tuesday 4:30-5:30 & Thursday 5:30-6:30 $105/mo* for both classes

Int/Adv. Ballet with pointe: more intensive ballet training with pointe. Placement by instructor only.

Level 6-Int. Pointe Tuesday 5:30-7:00 & Thursday 6:30-8:00 $150/month

Jazz/Tap Combo Class:  Fun and exciting jazz & tap technique classes, difficulty progresses with age.

         Levels 5 and 6 placement by instructor only.

Level 4 Jazz/Tap Tuesday 4:30-5:30 $60/month

Level 5 Jazz/Tap Tuesday 3:30-4:30 $60/month

Level 6 Jazz/Tap Tuesday 7:00-8:00 $60/month

Hip Hop:  Learn the latest moves. Fast paced, aerobic and fun.

2nd graders and up Wednesday 3:30-4:30 $60/month

3rd graders and up Thursday 5:30-6:30 $60/month

4th grade and up Thursday 4:30-5:30 $60/month

5th grade and up Wednesday 4:30-5:30 $60/month

Contemporary Dance:  An outgrowth of modern, ballet, and jazz dance--previous dance experience necessary.

         Placement by instructor only.

Beg. - 7th grade & up Thursday 5:30-6:30 $60/month

Int.  - 8th grade & up Tuesday 6:00-7:00 $60/month

Adv./DDC I & II dancers Wednesday 4:45-5:45 $60/month

Adv./DDC I & II dancers Thursday 6:30-7:30 $60/month

Dalton Dance Company:  Company classes of ballet, pointe, jazz and tap techniques, by audition.

DDC I and II Monday (ballet/jazz/tap) 5:45-8:45 $175/month

& Wed. (ballet and reh) 5:45-8:15

DDC III and IV Tuesday (ballet and reh) 7:00-8:30 $175/month

& Thursday (ballet and reh) 6:30-8:00

DDC III Jazz/Tap Monday (jazz/tap) 7:15-8:45

DDC IV Jazz/Tap Monday (jazz/tap) 5:45-7:15

Reduced tuition rates for multiple classes (including Art)-add $25/month for each additional 30 min. class
                                                                                                -add $45/month for each additional 1 or 1.5 hour class

Call (706) 529-5664 for registration information


